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Introduction: Promoting a professional vision of teaching as a key factor of

teachers’ expertise is a core challenge for teacher professionalization. While

research on teaching has evolved and successfully evaluated various video-

based intervention programs, a prevailing emphasis on outcome measures can

yet be observed. However, the learning processes by which teachers acquire

professional vision currently remain a black box. The current study sought to fill

this research gap. As part of a course dedicated to promoting a professional

vision of classroom management, students were imparted knowledge about

classroom management that had to be applied to the analysis of authentic

classroom videos. The study aimed to determine the variety of individual

strategies that students applied during their video analyses, and to investigate the

relationship between these and the quality of the students’ analyses, measured

by their agreement with an experts’ rating of the video clips.

Methods: The sample comprised 45 undergraduate pre-service teachers

enrolled in a course to acquire a professional vision of classroom management.

By applying their imparted knowledge of classroom management, students

engaged in the analysis of classroom videos to learn how to notice and interpret

observable events that are relevant to effective classroom management.

Implementing a learning analytical approach allowed for the gathering of

process-related data to analyze the behavioral patterns of students within

a digital learning environment. Video-based strategies were identified by

conducting cluster analyses and related to the quality of the students’ analysis

outcomes, measured by their concordance with the experts’ ratings.

Results: We gained insight into the learning processes involved in video-based

assignments designed to foster a professional vision of classroom management,

such as the areas of interest that attracted students’ heightened attention.

We could also distinguish different approaches taken by students in analyzing

classroom videos. Relatedly, we found clusters indicating meticulous and

less meticulous approaches to analyzing classroom videos and could identify

significant correlations between process and outcome variables.
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Discussion: The findings of this study have implications for the design and

implementation of video-based assignments for promoting professional vision,

and may serve as a starting point for implementing process-based diagnostics

and providing adaptive learning support.

KEYWORDS

professional vision of classroom management, noticing, knowledge-based reasoning,
video-based learning, learning analytics, learning path, pre-service teacher training,
analysis strategies

1 Introduction

Professional vision is a key aspect of teachers’ expertise (Seidel
and Stürmer, 2014; Stürmer et al., 2014). Consequently, the effective
promotion of a professional vision is a core theme and challenge of
teachers’ professionalization.

Over the past two decades, many interventions have been
conducted that have identified successful methods for promoting
a professional vision of pre-service teachers. However, most of
these interventions focused on the question of what supports the
outcomes best, whether it was the medium of content (video vs.
written vignette), personal engagement (own vs. other teachers’
video), or the kind of feedback on students’ results from analysis
(e.g. feedback from experts vs. peers) (Sherin and van Es, 2009;
Baier et al., 2021; Prilop et al., 2021). Studies to date have not yet
focused primarily on the ongoing process of analyzing classroom
videos (König et al., 2022; Gold et al., 2023), for example, the type
and choice of strategy participants applied, or, in short, professional
vision in the making.

One process-oriented method is the study of the eye-tracking
gaze data of participants while they are watching a real or
videotaped lesson. Eye-tracking focuses on spatial perception by
analyzing eye movements and fixation, which has already yielded
numerous valuable results (Gegenfurtner and Stahnke, 2023).
A promising alternative approach to consider is the use of Learning
Analytics (LA), which can be adapted but still has to establish its
suitability for a process-oriented analysis of professional vision,
particularly in line with learning designs (Ahmad et al., 2022).
This method facilitates the exploration of data from digital
educational learning environments to make learning measurable
and visible by using and extending educational data mining
methods to gain insight into learning, unveiling the black box
that learning processes still pose (Long et al., 2011; Siemens
and Baker, 2012; Siemens, 2013; Roll and Winne, 2015; Hoppe,
2017; Knight and Buckingham Shum, 2017). In the present study,
Learning Analytics was utilized to identify video-based strategies
and potential barriers to learning in relation to pre-service teachers’
analyses of authentic classroom videos, primarily focused on
the professional vision of events relevant to effective classroom
management.

This study introduces novel perspectives on identifying
successful and less successful strategies for analyzing classroom
videos within the field of teachers’ professional vision. In
addition, it showcases an approach to process-based learning
diagnostics for acquiring a professional vision of classroom

management. Developing the ability to perceive, interpret,
and respond effectively to complex classroom situations is
essential to preparing pre-service teachers for their future
profession. This expertise plays a pivotal role in fostering
a conducive learning environment for improving learning
engagement and outcomes. Proactive classroom management
empowers teachers to anticipate and prevent potential learning
disruptions while maintaining a productive learning environment.
Understanding cues relevant to learning enables teachers to
intervene, adapt, and tailor their teaching to the individual needs
of students or situations, enhancing the overall effectiveness
of their lessons.

1.1 Teachers’ professional vision

Professional vision is a prevalent construct in German
teacher education, derived and adapted from the American
researchers Goodwin (1994) and Sherin (2001). According to
the Perception-Interpretation-Decision-model of teacher expertise
(PID-model), professional vision can considered an important
situation-specific skill for teaching, mediating between cognitive
and motivational dispositions and performance (Sherin and van
Es, 2009; Blömeke et al., 2015; Kaiser et al., 2015). Professional
vision is commonly defined as a teacher’s skill in noticing and
interpreting significant classroom events and interactions that
are relevant to student learning (van Es and Sherin, 2002;
Sherin, 2007; Sherin and van Es, 2009; König et al., 2022), and
making situationally appropriate decisions on how to proceed
during a lesson (Blömeke et al., 2015; van Es and Sherin,
2021; Gippert et al., 2022). While noticing requires selective
attention to perceive significant cues for learning and to neglect
insignificant ones, interpreting depends on the application of
appropriate knowledge in a subsequent process, often referred
to as knowledge-based reasoning (Sherin and van Es, 2009;
Blomberg et al., 2011; König et al., 2014; Seidel and Stürmer,
2014; Gaudin and Chaliès, 2015; Barth, 2017). The extent of
mastering these skills indicates the quality of situated knowledge
(Kersting et al., 2012; König et al., 2014; Seidel and Stürmer,
2014). Studies have revealed that the quality of professional
vision is positively related to instructional quality, to teaching
effectiveness in general (Sherin and van Es, 2009; Yeh and
Santagata, 2015), as well as to the learning outcomes of students
(Roth et al., 2011; Kersting et al., 2012; König et al., 2021; Blömeke
et al., 2022), however, some ambiguous results regarding the
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association between professional vision and teaching performance
have emerged in the past (Gold et al., 2021; Junker et al.,
2021), additionally implying the challenges involved in measuring
this construct.

1.2 Video-based promotion of
professional vision using annotation
tools

Linking theoretical knowledge with teaching situations poses
a challenge for students, given the inconsistent availability
of practical experience during their university studies. The
analysis of recorded lessons to promote professional vision
in teacher training constitutes an opportunity to address that
challenge. Video-based training can nowadays be considered an
effective and well-established practice to promote professional
vision with a knowledge-based focus (Sherin and van Es,
2009; Santagata and Angelici, 2010; Santagata and Guarino,
2011; Gaudin and Chaliès, 2015; Weber et al., 2018; Gold
et al., 2020; Santagata et al., 2021). This kind of video-based
setting enables acquiring case-based knowledge, using authentic
examples to bridge the gap between theory and practice by
reviewing prototypical interactions (Zumbach et al., 2007), such
as those from authentic classroom videos. It has also been
shown that video-based learning environments help learners
produce more sophisticated and in-depth analyses (van Es and
Sherin, 2002; Star and Strickland, 2008; Stockero, 2008; Santagata
and Guarino, 2011; Barnhart and van Es, 2015; Gold et al.,
2020). Therefore, classroom videos are considered an appropriate
medium for the application of situated concepts, taught to
link knowledge and performance (Seidel and Stürmer, 2014;
Barth, 2017).

These objectives can be facilitated by learning environments
that provide features for coping with the complexity of teaching
and the volatility of interactions in a classroom, such as the ability
to pause and repeat certain sections of the video, allowing the
breakdown of classroom interactions into smaller segments for a
more in-depth analysis. These types of interactive features have
been shown to endorse learning processes in other educational
settings (Schwan and Riempp, 2004; Blau and Shamir-Inbal, 2021).
Annotation tools incorporate these features and support reflective
practices by enabling users to annotate video content in a structured
manner. They can be used to segment a video, preserve and
synchronize enhanced observations with the video timeline (Rich
and Trip, 2011; Kleftodimos and Evangelidis, 2016), and are also
suitable for a wide range of educational and research applications
(Catherine et al., 2021). Annotation tools have previously been
used effectively to develop, reflect, and evaluate students’ pre-
service teaching practices and those of a learning peer group
(Rich and Hannafin, 2008; Colasante, 2011; McFadden et al., 2014;
van der Westhuizen and Golightly, 2015; Ardley and Johnson,
2019; Nilsson and Karlsson, 2019; Ardley and Hallare, 2020),
besides to analyzing classroom videos of third-party teachers
(Hörter et al., 2020; Junker et al., 2020, 2022c; Larison et al.,
2022). Interactive annotation tools can foster professional vision
by engaging students in sophisticated analysis for a profound
understanding of classroom interactions at their pace (Schwan

and Riempp, 2004; Risko et al., 2013; Merkt and Schwan, 2014;
Koschel, 2021).

1.3 Professional vision of classroom
management

Applying Learning Analytics to reveal strategies for analyzing
classroom videos requires an analytical focus on the dimensions
of teaching in classrooms that should be noticed and interpreted.
Classroom management represents one of the pivotal dimensions
of teaching quality, alongside cognitive activation and support
for student learning (Praetorius et al., 2018; Junker et al.,
2021). It involves different facets and denotes instructional
strategies aimed at fostering an environment conducive to effective
learning (Emmer and Stough, 2001). This includes the deliberate
orchestration of teaching, encompassing the establishment of
rules and routines, seamless structuring, monitoring, and pacing
of classroom activities, along with the prevention and prompt
resolution of any learning disruptions or misbehavior that may
interfere with the learning process (Kounin, 1970; Wolff et al.,
2015; Gold and Holodynski, 2017). To ensure a continuous
learning process, it is essential to organize the pacing of
activities and manage transitions smoothly (Kounin, 1970).
Likewise, established rules provide comprehensible scopes of
action, structuring interactions, and contributing to a positive
relationship in the classroom (Kounin, 1970). By anticipating
and perceiving learning disruptions, teachers can take proactive
and reactive actions to either prevent their occurrence or
remediate them early on (Kounin, 1970; Emmer and Stough,
2001; Simonsen et al., 2008). Moreover, responding adaptively
to classroom situations and individual student needs contributes
to maintaining a productive and supportive environment while
maximizing effective learning time. This kind of pedagogical
knowledge is positively associated with the learning interests
and outcomes of students (Kunter et al., 2007, 2013; Seidel
and Shavelson, 2007; Evertson and Emmer, 2013; Hattie, 2023).
Thus, managing classrooms professionally is an important
dimension of teaching quality (Shulman, 1987; König, 2015;
Hattie, 2023).

Professional vision of classroom management includes the
situated application of this knowledge and can be considered a
prerequisite for managing classrooms successfully and effectively.
Because professional vision is associated with such essential skills,
it is reasonable to assume that the acquisition of professional
vision is necessary for teacher education (Blömeke et al., 2015,
2016). The complexity of teaching arises, among other factors, from
the simultaneous occurrence of various events in the classroom
(Doyle, 1977; Jones, 1996; Wolff et al., 2017), placing high
demands on the management of heterogeneous learning groups.
To address these demands, video-based courses aim to promote
students’ ability to notice and interpret classroom events as a
basic requirement for their professional decision-making in the
future. Because professional vision can be considered a domain-
specific skill based on acquired knowledge (van Es and Sherin, 2002;
Steffensky et al., 2015), classroom management serves as a foil for
noticing, interpreting, and decision-making related to observable
classroom events.
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1.4 Video-based analysis strategies
revealed by Learning Analytics

Learning Analytics collects, aggregates, analyzes, and evaluates
data from educational learning contexts to make learning
measurable and visible, opening the black box that learning
processes have posed to date. It extends educational data mining
methods to gain insights into learning, to tailor content to the
learners’ needs, to predict and improve their performance, and to
identify success factors and potential barriers concerning learning
activities and student behavior (Long et al., 2011; Chatti et al., 2012;
Siemens and Baker, 2012; Siemens, 2013; Hoppe, 2017; Knight and
Buckingham Shum, 2017).

Learning Analytics can be deployed in educational contexts to
better understand video-based learning. This media-specific type of
analytics focuses on learner interactions with the video content and
the context in which they are embedded (Mirriahi and Vigentini,
2017). Combining and triangulating this data pool with survey and
performance data can provide an even more sophisticated view
(Mirriahi and Vigentini, 2017). A main interest of this research
is to explore the practical application of Learning Analytics when
analyzing authentic classroom videos.

1.4.1 Video usage analytics based on clickstreams
Video usage analytics can rely on explicit factors, such as

the number of views and their impact on learning outcomes,
and implicit factors, such as events emitted by digital learning
environments (Atapattu and Falkner, 2018). Córcoles et al. (2021)
conclude that this type of data can be valuable for instructors to
enhance the learning process, even in limited-scale applications
such as ours. Gašević et al. (2016) and Ahmad et al. (2022)
suggest that conducted analytics must be adapted to the course
context and its learning design. In our study, we use both types
of factors to identify participants’ analysis strategies and evaluate
their concordance with learning outcomes. Video-based analysis
strategies can be depicted as patterns of interactions that learners
exhibit in a digital learning environment (Khalil et al., 2023).
Within educational contexts, these kinds of patterns are commonly
referred to as clickstreams, which can be composed and gathered in
different ways. Clickstreams are digital representations of learning
processes that encapsulate the behavior and interactions of learners
as they engage in a digital learning environment. Clickstream
data typically comprises a sequence of interactions performed
by learners and environmental events that occurred within the
learning process. This data stream refers to a sequence of actions
that are captured within the learning activity, usually representing
an individual learning journey. Logged data may include more
than interactions within digital learning environments. Beyond
that, several indicators could be derived from clickstreams, such
as emitted events or the context and time spent on parts of the
learning activity. By incorporating contextual data, the clickstream
can be expanded. Depending on the implementation, clickstreams
reveal individual learning paths across all logged activities, allowing
longitudinal studies and cross-activity comparisons, for example,
throughout a semester. Previous studies have collected clickstream
data to analyze behavioral patterns and students’ engagement
with learning activities. These studies serve as an orientation for
extracting promising measures that can be applied to the analysis of
classroom videos, and for providing ideas regarding the feasibility

and expectancies of such an application. To derive our hypothesis,
substantiate methods as well as data pipelines for our use case,
and provide references to promising measures for conceptualizing
video-based analysis strategies, previously conducted research was
considered and is outlined in the following section.

1.4.2 Conceptualizing, evaluating, and
categorizing student approaches to video-based
learning

To investigate and explain students’ video-viewing behavior,
events that occur in the learning environment, such as play, pause,
and seek interactions from the video player, can be collected
and evaluated (Giannakos et al., 2015; Atapattu and Falkner,
2018; Angrave et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2020). A more profound
investigation of video engagement is enabled by features of
video-based learning, including when and how often videos are
(re-)viewed (Baker et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2022), or which and
in what order video segments are played, repeated, and viewed
more frequently (Brinton et al., 2016; Angrave et al., 2020; Khalil
et al., 2023). This facilitates the reconstruction of students’ video-
viewing sequences and provides insights into the context and time
devoted to segments of the footage. Video interaction behavior
analysis has proven to be informative, particularly when exploring
the relationship between student engagement and learning success
(Delen et al., 2014; Atapattu and Falkner, 2018). It supplies
researchers with evidence that engagement patterns might predict
performance. Clickstream data approaches, which are used to
investigate this kind of relationship, show that engagement patterns
affect student learning performance, and that there is a coherence
between the viewing behavior and the students’ performance
(Giannakos et al., 2015; Brinton et al., 2016; Lan et al., 2017;
Angrave et al., 2020; Lang et al., 2020). Indeed, Clickstream data
possesses the potential to serve as a predictive model of learners’
performance (Mubarak et al., 2021) and to characterize learners and
their likelihood of achieving success in a course.

Therefore, identifying students who are on-track, at-risk,
or off-track is an important aim of categorizing learners in
educational contexts (Kizilcec et al., 2013; Sinha et al., 2014). This
categorization enables targeted interventions and the development
of adaptive features. To cluster learners based on their activity
patterns and how they achieve their learning goals, Brooks
et al. (2011) created an event model for user interactions with
a video player, concluding that there are different types of
learners concerning time management. Similarly, Kizilcec et al.
(2013) classified learners according to patterns of engagement
and disengagement with lecture videos, while Sinha et al. (2014)
examined the learning effectiveness by delving into clickstream
data containing interactions with a video player. To analyze the
clickstream data, they grouped behavioral actions into higher-
level categories that served as a latent variable, for example, re-
watching. Through the characterization of student engagement
based on patterns of interactions, learners could be classified
into groups that display either low or high engagement. Mirriahi
et al. (2016) and Mirriahi et al. (2018) conducted studies to
explore student engagement with an annotation tool, thereby
providing a comparable environmental setting to our study case.
The purpose of this tool was to facilitate reflection on practice and
encourage self-regulated learning. During the annotation process,
further contextual metadata was captured, such as timestamps for
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creating, editing, and deleting annotations. They found clusters
that characterized different learning profiles, separated by the
extent and point in time of their engagement. Khalil et al. (2023)
tracked video-related behaviors (like playing, pausing, and seeking)
and further video-interaction metrics (e.g. duration of session,
maximum progress within the video) across different contexts by
video analytics to reveal patterns and cluster video sessions based
on the segments watched on the timeline. A common trait among
these studies is their utilization of clustering approaches to uncover
patterns, despite indicator variations between environments.

To further investigate any presumable associations between
interactional patterns and learners’ performance, Li et al. (2015)
categorized video sessions according to the characteristics of
interactions in terms of frequency and time. To achieve clustering,
several features were extracted, such as the number of pauses and
seeks. The results showed significant differences between behavioral
patterns and the resulting performance. In a similar manner,
Yoon et al. (2021) delved into the analysis of behavioral patterns
and learner clusters within video-based learning environments,
showing that learners who actively engaged exhibited greater
learning achievement.

Overall, the studies indicate that gathered clickstream data
can be used to discriminate and categorize different approaches
to video-based learning. Various behavioral analyses led to the
classification of learners in terms of their engagement with
the videos. Studies have also identified relationships between
engagement behavior and performance using explicit factors, like
views or annotations (Barba et al., 2016), and implicit factors, such
as types of interaction, like playing, pausing, or seeking within a
video (Atapattu and Falkner, 2018). Most studies mentioned focus
on large-scale samples, such as Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOC). Although studies analyzing exhibited strategies in digital
video-based learning environments can be identified in other
contexts, there are currently none in the field of professional vision,
to the best of our knowledge. However, it can be assumed that
similarities in learning formats allow at least some application of the
approaches to this domain-specific context. It should be noted that
most studies look at interactional behavior during video-viewing,
but not at the process of analyzing videos. It is to be expected that
interaction patterns in video-based analysis tasks will differ from
patterns in video-viewing. Also, other studies typically examine
videos that can be seen as an alternative format for conveying
content, such as lecture recordings, implying that the videos do not
represent the content but rather serve as a medium for presenting
it. In our study, the videos act as the content that participants must
engage with. As a result, the ways in which individuals engage with
lecture recordings are likely distinct from those when analyzing
authentic classroom videos, requiring consideration of the video
type, activity, and environment. Different ways of conceptualizing
and measuring engagement (e.g. Chi and Wylie, 2014; Angrave
et al., 2020; Yoon et al., 2021) need to be contemplated, with an
awareness of the learning context and goals (Trowler, 2010).

1.5 Aim of this study

Pre-service teachers struggle to identify relevant events in
classroom videos selectively (van den Bogert et al., 2014)

due to their lack of knowledge and experience (Sherin and
van Es, 2005; Blomberg et al., 2011; Stürmer et al., 2014)
and their tendency to “focus on superficial matters [. . .]
and global judgments of lesson effectiveness” (Castro et al.,
2005, p. 11). In contrast, in-service teachers reveal more
astute perceptions of classroom events that are relevant for
learning (Berliner, 2001; Stahnke et al., 2016), thus disclosing
differences between novices and experts in terms of what
and how they perceive classroom events (Carter et al., 1988;
König and Kramer, 2016; Meschede et al., 2017; Wolff et al.,
2017; Gegenfurtner et al., 2020). Using eye-tracking and gaze
data, differences in eye movements and fixations were found
between novices and experts (Seidel et al., 2021; Huang et al.,
2023; Kosel et al., 2023), uncovering disparate patterns of
noticing concerning their professional vision. This leads to
the assumption that video-based analysis strategies also differ
regarding the state of expertise. Furthermore, questions arise
as to what extent video-based analysis strategies of pre-
service teachers vary among each other and which relationships
can be identified between individual learning paths and the
respective learning outcomes, primarily concerning selective
attention and knowledge-based reasoning as skills related to
professional vision.

While the positive outcomes of video-based learning activities
developing professional vision have already been confirmed
empirically, we do not know how students engage in analyzing
classroom videos, which different strategies can be identified, and
how they are related to appropriate noticing and interpreting
of classroom management practices in the analyzed videos. It
is evident that not all students apply learning activities in
a way that effectively supports their learning process (Lust
et al., 2011, 2013), but what distinguishes successful from less
successful strategies?

One aim of this study is to identify and discriminate
successful from less successful strategies that were used to
cope with the video-based assignments set in the context of
a university course on promoting a professional vision of
classroom management. To achieve this, the present study
uses a novel approach in the domain of professional vision
by combining a learning analytical approach and educational
data mining methods. This introduces new possibilities for
gaining insights into specific learning processes in the context
of acquiring professional vision by capturing and evaluating
video-based strategies in a digital environment, such as a video
annotation tool that accompanies the learning activities of pre-
service teachers.

The following two research questions and hypotheses reveal the
starting point of our explorative study. We expect findings that
reflect the discussed research regarding the difference in noticing
patterns and related findings, similar to research approaches in
other domains and contexts.

Q1: What are the characteristics of and differences between
students’ video analysis strategies?

• H1.1: Video analysis strategies can be derived and
discriminated using Learning Analytics

• H1.2: Students exhibit meticulous and less meticulous video
analysis strategies
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Q2: What distinguishes successful from less successful video
analysis strategies?

• H2.1: Video-based analysis strategies relate to learning
outcomes

• H2.2: The more meticulous the video-based analysis, the
better the outcome, measured as the agreement between
students’ and experts’ ratings of the analyzed classroom
videos.

This study investigates the behavioral patterns of students’
engagement with an annotation tool while analyzing authentic
classroom videos, as well as features of students and their learning
processes in relation to the outcome of their respective learning.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Sample

Participants enrolled in the elective university course according
to their curriculum. The participants in this study consisted of
45 undergraduates enrolled in a teacher training program for
elementary school. These students were pursuing a bachelor’s
degree at the University of Münster in Germany (North Rhine-
Westphalia). Overall, 38 students stated that they are female, and
5 students stated that they are male. The distribution of gender is
quite typical, given the study objective of prospective elementary
school teachers. On average, the students were 21 years old, and
91% of them were in the fourth semester of their six-semester total
(standard) study period (see Table 1).

2.2 Session structure for acquiring
professional vision

To acquire a professional vision through video-based analyses
of lesson clips, a blended learning environment is provided to
students, integrating various modes of learning. In comparison
with traditional modes of instruction, there is evidence that blended
learning approaches tend to more effectively promote student
engagement and performance (Chen et al., 2010; Al-Qahtani and
Higgins, 2013). The session structure is based on a prototype for
video-based teaching in the context of professional vision proposed
by Junker et al. (2020), which takes media-didactic principles
into account, such as the cognitive theory of multimedia learning
(Mayer, 2014) as well as the cognitive apprenticeship theory
(Collins et al., 1989), as the lecturer demonstrated the analysis
as an expert model, scaffolded with feedback, and also supported
articulation and reflection in plenary discussions.

TABLE 1 Course demographics.

Demographics Range Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Age 19 19 38 21.38 3.052

Semester 4 2 6 4.10 0.617

The structure comprises different sessions that build upon
each other, increasing the demands with the progression of
learning. The content of the course is divided into several
sessions, including an introductory session that familiarizes
learners with the basic concepts and learning objectives of the
course, serving as an advance organizer. Thereupon, new facets
of classroom management are introduced weekly, starting with
the facet “Rules, Routines and Rituals,” followed by “Monitoring”
and “Managing momentum” (Gold and Holodynski, 2017; Gold
et al., 2020). Overall, the learning material is presented in a
learning management system (LMS) based on the open source
software Moodle (RRID:SCR_024209). This approach promotes
self-regulated learning and enables students to access and revisit
material as needed. Included activities can be carried out at the
student’s own pace.

Phases of collaborative, synchronous blended learning take
place at the university. These sessions consist of a theoretical
introduction to a facet of classroom management and guided
exercises using a video annotation tool to practice noticing and
interpreting relevant classroom events related to the specific facet in
focus. The aim is to introduce new concepts to students in a guided
manner, so as to ensure comprehension. Participants are provided
the opportunity to practice through exercises within a video-based
annotation tool during the session and discuss the results of their
work in plenary.

In contrast to exercises within the sessions, asynchronous
phases provide a self-regulated analysis assignment of an authentic
classroom video. In order to prepare for these assignments,
participants had to complete an interactive quiz that helped
them recollect and reinforce the learning contents covered in the
presence phase, thereby aligning their knowledge baseline. This
prerequisite provides instant feedback to students regarding their
theoretical knowledge of the current session phase. A working
time of 60 min is proposed to establish a consistent reference
point for the assignments. No time limit is enforced during the
activity, nor are students given direct feedback on the actual time
spent, thus promoting self-regulation skills simultaneously with
the learning activity. These asynchronous phases facilitate a more
in-depth understanding of concepts through their application in
video-based assignments, and allow students to self-assess the
skills they have acquired through completing the assignments and
reflecting on them independently. In addition, instructors can
use the results to identify common misconceptions and to tailor
subsequent instruction and guidance to the needs of the group. This
advantage of a blended learning pattern creates a more personalized
learning experience for the course.

2.3 Instruments

2.3.1 Classroom videos
For the video analyses, three video clips were selected, and

the video-based assignments were carried out in the listed order
(see Table 2), each with a 2-week time offset. The videos and
clips used in this course originate from the portals “ViU: Early
Science” (Zucker et al., 2022) and “ProVision” (Junker et al., 2022b).
Seamless access to the portals for the pre-service teachers was
established through the Meta-Videoportal unterrichtsvideos.net
(Junker et al., 2022a).
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TABLE 2 Description of the selected classroom videos.

Metadata Clip 1 (be45e9e16c) Clip 2 (d24a5798c0) Clip 3 (59f08d6bc0)

Duration 203 seconds 215 seconds + context 175 seconds + context

Grade 2 3 5

Subject Early science Early science Geography

Topic Floating and sinking Aggregate states Agriculture

Content The clip shows the teacher’s presence during a station work
phase in which students check their assumptions about
whether objects float or sink (ViU: Early Science, 2023b).

In the observed clip, students reflect on the extent
to which the rules were followed in the previous
work phase (ViU: Early Science, 2023a).

The clip shows the teachers’ support in a
working phase of students about modern
agriculture practices (ProVision, 2023).

Prior to analyzing the selected video clip, contextual
information about each lesson was given to help students
understand the goal and content. Clip 1 showed an excerpt from
a lesson, whereas clips 2 and 3 were embedded in the context
of an entire lesson. In terms of the assignment, this means that
the students were able to view more contextual video content
in clip 2 and clip 3, beyond the temporal boundaries set by the
assignments. Upon launching the annotation tool, the starting
frame was automatically set to the defined time for the respective
analysis. Consequently, in the subsequent subsection, we refer to
video progress based on the provided analysis periods, with 100%
progress indicating complete viewing of the specified section.
Progress values exceeding 100% show that students have accessed
additional teaching context outside the provided time intervals.

2.3.2 Coding manual for observable events
related to classroom management

Participants were introduced to a coding manual of observable
classroom events which are structured along the three facets
of classroom management, namely “Monitoring,” “Structuring
momentum,” “Rules, Routines and Rituals,” and their sub-facets
according to a coding manual of Gippert et al. (2019). The manual
contains labeled codes and explanations for each facet and sub-
facet. This serves as a framework for supporting the analysis of
classroom videos, directing students’ attention to specific aspects
of the video. It standardizes observations and vocabulary use by
providing meaningful codes for relevant classroom events. The
provided coding manual is used to analyze authentic classroom
videos by annotating segments of the video with specific codes
whenever an event significant to classroom management occurs
that corresponds to the sub-facets. The list of sub-facets limits the
relevant events that need to be observed by basic cueing principles
and therefore reduces the cognitive load during activities (Guo
et al., 2014; Mayer and Fiorella, 2014; van Gog, 2014).

2.3.3 Video-based assignments
The video clips were analyzed using the open source, web-

based Opencast Annotation Tool (OAT; RRID:SCR_023934). This
digital video annotation tool is part of a local on-premises video
streaming and research service which is based on Opencast
(RRID:SCR_024764). The OAT is initialized by the students
through the LMS, using the learning tools interoperability (LTI)
e-learning standard, to achieve a seamless learning experience.
By supplying the annotation tool with individual access roles, a
pseudonymous identifier, and the course context, students can
utilize their existing single sign-on session (SSO) for authentication

and authorization, which is pertinent because of legal restrictions
on viewing authentic classroom videos. To ensure the protection
of privacy for individuals who have consented to the collection of
learning data, as well as the teachers and students featured in the
classroom video, it is essential to establish proper authorization
measures. This type of implementation also creates a protected
digital learning space that keeps learning activities and interactions
within the established learning context. Ensuring a comfortable
learning environment is vital for maintaining a focused learning
process, allowing for interpretive and evaluative mistakes, and
encouraging collaboration and discourse between students and
instructors. The annotation tool serves as a digital learning
environment and offers several features for analyzing videos (see
Figure 1). The features of the annotation tool can help students
observe volatile classroom events. In our study, the OAT was used
to annotate classroom videos with the provided coding manual and
a specific annotation template.

Categories and codes. The annotation tool assists the analysis
tasks by providing a user interface to annotate the video
with codes from color-coded categories representing the facets
of classroom management required for analyzing the lesson
recordings in our use case.

Views and playback controls. Students can navigate video
reception with basic playback controls, such as play, pause,
loop, and seek. Switching to full screen allows for focusing on
details, including background interactions. The tool experience
can be personalized with unique split-screen views by adjusting
the feature areas.

Timeline, Tracks, Annotation types. Annotations are
organized and viewed with precision using a timeline. The timeline
aids in recognizing specific segments of the video along with the
annotated content. Students can create connected multi-content
annotations (MCA) using various annotation types, for example, by
combining free text and codes with or without a scale. Annotations
containing codes are displayed in a color-coded format and can be
arranged on multiple tracks in the timeline.

2.4 Data collection

2.4.1 Capturing video-based analysis strategies
revealed by Learning Analytics

To collect measures composing the strategies, we extended the
OAT with the capability to exchange data that is compliant with the
Experience Application Programming Interface (xAPI) e-learning
standard, following the specifications of the Advanced Distributed
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FIGURE 1

Video annotation tool used to analyze classroom videos.

Learning Initiative (ADL, 2017). This enables data gathering from
learning experiences in a standardized format, such as video-based
assignments, using the OAT. To store the generated data on our
premises, we deployed a compliant Learning Record Store (LRS).
This data repository stores the data issued by the OAT, which acts
as a relaying Learning Record Provider (LRP). The data model itself
and the web service conform to the IEEE 9274.1.1 standard (IEEE,
2023). An implementation of a player adapter serves as a proxy
between the video player and other components within the OAT,
managing events related to the player that occur during tool usage.
This setup allows for a standardized retrieval of events within the
video-based exercises and assignments.

The structure of the transmitted data is defined by xAPI,
consisting primarily of statements issued by the LRP (ADL, 2019).
Statements include (meta-)data about the learner (actor), the
specific type of interaction (verb), the related video-based exercise
or assignment (object), and contextual (context) or outcome-
related information (result) (ADL, 2019; xAPI Video Community
of Practice, 2019b). Statements are used for describing data points
of events, indicating individual experiences in a learning activity,
for example:

A student (actor) can pause (verb) the video in the learning
activity (object) within a specific session (context) and might
have achieved outcomes, for example, a set of segments played
(result) so far.

Because there can be various experiences within learning
activities, a standardization of the statements beyond the structure
is necessary. To enhance the semantic interoperability of the

data, we adapted the official xAPI Video Profile v1.0, created
by the ADL xAPI Video Community of Practice (2019b). This
application profile standardizes statement content and prevents
fragmentation across implementations. It defines a default set
of rules regarding the use of statements and concepts, such as
types of interactions based on a controlled vocabulary (verbs),
to ensure that the interpretation and meaning of the data are
consistent between platforms. Based on the previous explanations,
the specific nature of the learning activity must be kept in
mind. The profile is limited to video-based experiences. Since our
learning activity is not a purely reception-oriented experience,
it is necessary to extend this default set to better track the
learning experiences and related interactions within the OAT.
Therefore, we reused related concepts from the xAPI Profile Server
(ADL, 2023) and the xAPI Registry (Brown, 2018), such as the
standardized verbs annotated, commented, and replied as types
of interaction that can also occur in the OAT, complementing
the xAPI Video Profile. We were able to obtain several measures
that are used to express the composition of video-based strategies
and outcomes.

2.4.2 Measures of video-based analysis strategies
Measures expressing video-based strategies were extracted

from the databases (see Table 3). The gathered xAPI statements
included the following interactional events: played, paused,
completed, interacted (toggle full-screen video-viewing), seeked [sic]
(xAPI Video Community of Practice, 2019a). The data was
aggregated by the respective video activities and students. This
enables tracing individual learning paths based on sequential
viewing and interactional behavior as well as the annotation
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TABLE 3 Process measures.

Measure Description

Count of sessions The number of sessions, based on launching and exiting the annotation tool.

Count of statements Number of interactional events that occurred

Count of {event} statements Number of a specific interactional event (played, paused, seeked, . . .)

Count of played segments Number of video segments played (e.g. the time interval from 50 to 60)

Progress according to task (%) Percentage of the video viewed according to the assignment

Effective watch-time Minutes of video content that were watched effectively

Count of revisions Number of revisions made to any annotation created
(e.g. in terms of the arrangement in the timeline or at a content level)

process, including creating and revising annotations on the video
timeline.

2.4.3 Outcome measures
Measures expressing learning outcomes were extracted as well

(see Table 4). Learning outcomes that are related to the quality
of the participants’ professional vision of classroom management
were assessed by comparing the participants’ annotations of each
video clip with the annotations of experts, resulting in an agreement
score. A rating of experts (n = 4) was used to compare the quality
of the analysis. To create this rating, experts were asked to use the
coding manual to annotate relevant events in the respective video
clips. The resulting experts’ rating served as a reference for the
evaluation of students’ codings.

2.5 Data analysis

2.5.1 Cluster analyses of process-related
measures

We conducted cluster analyses to identify structures, separating
students based on distinguishable analysis strategies. According
to our assumption, we expected to find at least two groups,
classified into (1) meticulous analysts, who performed a fine-
grained analysis with great diligence, and (2) students with a
more superficial view of and engagement with the video content.
Therefore, we expected at least two derivable clusters (meticulous
and less meticulous analysts).

2.5.1.1 Cluster analysis I (played segment data)
Although we already expected a certain number of clusters, we

did not split up the data into a pre-defined number of clusters
but analyzed the data in a more explorative bottom-up manner
within the data pool of our video clips. Hierarchical clustering
enables us to gain this knowledge directly from the data, without
relying on assumptions about the shape or size of clusters. Given
the intention of merging students based on their approach to video-
based analysis, the hierarchical clustering method is a suitable
choice. The data was hierarchically clustered using normalized
Euclidean distances and the Ward linkage method because of its
robustness with outliers, in order to create well-balanced clusters
with small variances (Ward, 1963). The quality indices of the
clusters were calculated and compared with the standardized data
centered and scaled to unit variance for up to ten cluster solutions
to determine the optimal number of clusters.

2.5.1.2 Cluster analysis II (students process and outcome
data)

In order to identify structures across all clips, a second cluster
analysis was performed using the process variables. This analysis
utilized a hybrid two-step cluster analysis approach, combining the
variance-based approach of Ward and k-means (Punj and Stewart,
1983). The distances were computed with log-likelihood and the
optimum number of clusters was determined using the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC). To test our hypothesis that certain
analysis strategies lead to more accurate results, a cluster analysis
was performed on each clip.

2.5.2 Correlation and regression analyses
To understand the relationship between process variables

and outcome variables, we conducted correlation and regression
analyses. The primary goal was to identify process variables that
might serve as a predictor for outcomes. Possible correlations might
indicate distinguishable differences between student behavior and
outcomes, enabling us to conclude what variables shape and
possibly determine students on a learning path with a greater
probability of succeeding in terms of the defined outcomes.

3 Results

In an effort to grasp how students approach the assignments,
an exemplary analysis is offered as an introductory exploration of
student engagement with the analysis of classroom videos. Before
comparing the students in between, we try to understand individual
differences in the video-viewing behavior by looking more closely
at the video analysis metadata and video segments that were
frequently watched and repeated.

3.1 Video-based analysis strategies for
classroom videos

Compared to more receptively oriented learning activities,
the discrepancy between the session duration of the analysis and
the effective viewing time of video material is striking in video
annotation assignments (see Table 5).

In this analysis example (see Table 5), a little over 30 min were
spent using the interactive functions of the annotation tool, and
only about 8 min were devoted to receptive activities.
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TABLE 4 Outcome-related measures.

Measure Description

Count of events Count of events coded by students

Estimator tendency Estimation tendency, compared to an experts’ rating (overestimation/underestimation)

Count of matched events The count of events matched, compared to an experts’ rating

Percentage of matched events Percentage of matched events, compared to an experts’ rating
(coverage of students’ events with the experts’ rating as agreement score)

TABLE 5 Video analysis example of a single participant (student a07, clip 3).

Video analysis metadata Values

Count of sessions 3

Count of statements 51

Count of played segments 21

Effective watch-time 7.57 min

Progress according to task (%) 117

Count of revisions 12

Session duration 41.32 min

Count of events 14

Count of matched events 11 (79%)

Count played 21

Count paused 20

Count seeked 0

Count interacted 2

Played segments
as ordered intervals (re-)watched

315[.]323[,]315[.]337[,]337[.]348[,]317[.]318[,]318[.]336[,]
336[.]346[,]346[.]388[,]388[.]414[,]414[.]431[,]431[.]448[,]
448[.]494[,]494[.]528[,]315[.]327[,]327[.]388[,]388[.]448[,]
448[.]492[,]445[.]448[,]448[.]454[,]454[.]462[,]462[.]464[,]464[.]470

In addition to the process and outcome variables of the analysis
presented, the number and order of video segments viewed, provide
insights into how students proceed with their analysis. As a result,
frequently repeated segments in videos become evident, as well
as segments that received less attention. Played video segments
also indicate the sequential watch order of time intervals within
the video, representing the video-specific navigation and viewing
behavior. A larger number of played segments represents a more
fine-grained and meticulous analysis than a lower number of
segments, which may then cover segments with longer periods.

To understand differences in the viewing behavior displayed by
students, we gain a first impression through the respective repeated
video segment heatmaps. The following heatmap of repeated
segments compares the video-based analysis of a student example
(S: a07) with the played segments of the group (G), capped to the
specified range of the assignment from second 315 to 490 with a
total duration of 175 s in the context of a whole lesson recording
(clip 3) (see Figure 2).

It is noticeable that this student paid closer attention to
the beginning timeframe (315–350) and later portions of the
video (445–475), since these segments have more repetitions, but
reviewed the middle part less meticulously (see Figure 2). However,
the group additionally focused on a time period in the middle (395–
405), which indeed includes classroom events relevant to learning

that were not annotated and thus overlooked by this student. As
this data provides some initial indications regarding the hypothesis
that there are differences in terms of individual analysis strategies,
in particular, more meticulous and less meticulous approaches, we
consider the comparison of the entire group below.

3.2 Cluster analysis of heatmap data

To analyze and compare the group of students, the heatmap
data of repeated segments for clip 3 was clustered hierarchically.
The heatmap data illustrates the repetition of segments played, with
individual students displayed in rows and clip time per 5-s period
in columns (see Figure 3). The colors represent the number of
repetitions, while blue colors express none to just a few segment
repeats, red colors indicate numerous segment repeats, and green
colors repetitions in between. Different patterns visualized within
the heatmap serve as a reference point for our hypothesis that there
is a difference in how meticulously students analyze the classroom
video clips.

The hierarchical clustering shown in the heatmap (see Figure 3)
is ordered by the similarities of the adjacent elements, to minimize
the distances. Clusters at the top contain students with a greater
number of repetitions, while clusters at the bottom signal fewer
repetitions, as alternatively hinted by the colors of the heatmap.
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FIGURE 2

Number of repeated segments per 5-second time frame, compared between student a07 (S) and the mean of the group (G), where green indicates
minimum repetitions, yellow the 50% quantile, and red is the maximum repetition.

Repeated segments per 5-second and student (clip 3) Time Min Max Mean SD
315-319 0 88 6.64 13.29

320-324 1 37 5.84 5.99

325-329 0 26 5.38 4.6

330-334 0 22 5.56 4.62

335-339 1 32 5.96 5.77

340-344 0 43 5.89 7.28

345-349 0 51 5.69 7.68

350-354 1 22 5.13 4.27

355-359 1 25 5.51 4.92

360-364 1 15 4.53 3.35

365-369 1 12 4.24 2.91

370-374 1 18 4.49 3.24

375-379 1 21 5.00 4.41

380-384 1 15 5.24 3.41

385-389 1 20 6.13 4.05

390-394 1 18 5.31 4.08

395-399 1 30 6.67 5.4

400-404 1 23 6.29 4.75

405-409 1 14 4.96 3.61

410-414 1 12 4.27 2.8

415-419 1 10 3.73 2.31

420-424 1 10 3.82 2.38

425-429 1 10 3.44 2.13

430-434 1 11 3.73 2.49

435-439 1 14 3.98 2.86

440-444 1 13 3.82 2.67

445-449 0 37 5.40 5.75

450-454 0 18 4.51 3.52

455-459 1 12 4.44 2.93

460-464 1 18 4.40 3.06

Cluster
Silhouette 
coefficient

Davies-Bouldin 
Index

Dunn 
Index

Calinski-Harabasz 
Index

465-469 1 18 4.00 2.8

470-474 0 12 3.60 2.52

2 0.42 1.23 0.27 22.51 475-479 0 8 2.76 2.19

3 0.39 0.94 0.47 20.10 480-484 0 8 2.24 1.71

4 0.19 1.35 0.23 17.63 485-489 0 9 2.49 1.98

5 0.13 1.22 0.25 15.48 490-494 0 5 1.53 1.18

FIGURE 3

Heatmap and descriptive data presenting the number of repeated segments (Clip 3) per 5-second time frame, showing clusters, with optimal cluster
sizes highlighted.

While the Silhouette score and Calinski-Harabasz index favored
a two-cluster model, the Davies-Bouldin and Dunn index favored
three clusters. The Silhouette scores of two and three clusters were
only slightly apart, and both indicated a moderate structure. Since
the quality of clusters was lower for a larger number of clusters,
only up to five cluster splits were reported here. In conclusion,
it is possible to differentiate between at least two groups of
students. Those exhibiting high repeating behavior, thus analyzing
the video content more meticulously, and those who re-watched
video segments less often, signaling that they had not dealt with

the video content as meticulously as the other group did. Based
on the heatmap data, it also seems salient that later segments were
repeated less frequently, suggesting an overall reduction in the
intensity of observation toward the end of the clip.

3.3 Comparison of the three video clips

Descriptive data yield insights into process-related variables
and their distribution within the group by comparing data from
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TABLE 6 Descriptive statistics of process variables.

Process variables Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3 Comparison

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD p Eta2

Count sessions 6.14 3.23 6.93 3.53 3.11 1.90 <0.001 0.490a

Count statements 102.59 50.78 95.05 41.10 88.64 46.68 n.s. 0.031

Count of played segments 70.44 57.04 74.23 64.76 62.27 53.33 n.s. 0.013

Effective video watch-time 11.95 4.68 15.25 5.80 13.33 7.31 0.014 0.136b

Progress according to task (%) 95.14 16.03 112.41 31.01 137.80 61.93 <0.001 0.320a

Count of revisions 52.02 19.58 74.80 33.18 28.87 16.26 <0.001 0.550b

Count of played statements 34.80 19.53 33.84 17.06 31.69 18.21 n.s. 0.011

Count of paused statements 37.07 21.86 37.86 19.14 35.62 21.94 n.s. 0.003

Count of seeked statements 8.48 11.62 7.39 7.58 6.26 6.89 n.s. 0.030

Count of interacted statements 1.89 2.91 1.41 3.85 1.32 2,81 n.s. 0.032

a linear trend. bquadratic trend. n.s. not significant.

the video clips (see Table 6). This also allows for the comparison of
interaction behavior across different video annotation assignments.

3.3.1 Inter-individual differences and
process-related similarities

There was a high standard deviation in the count of segments
played, the count of revisions, and the count of total statements (see
Table 6). Used as a measure for distinguishing meticulous from
less meticulous analysts, this deviation supports the hypothesis
that video-based analysis is performed with different strategy use,
derivable using Learning Analytics as considered. Concerning the
technical video-player interactions within the process of analyzing,
such as play, pause, seek, differences between the video clips were
not significant (n.s.). Similarly, the count of statements and played
segments were not significantly different, presumably because of
the comparable clip lengths.

In terms of outcome variables, the clips deviated significantly
(see Table 7). Students managed to achieve a greater percentage
of agreement with experts, with fewer events interpreted in the
last clip (clip 3). However, a learning gain regarding the outcome
variables can neither be directly inferred nor rejected, based
on this data. The data shows students tend to underestimate
events overall, compared to experts. Nevertheless, there was
an acceptable agreement of about 60% for clips 1 and 3 and
about 50% for clip 2 of the students’ ratings with the experts’
rating.

3.4 Correlations between process- and
outcome-related variables

We also performed analyses on the aggregated data of all
clips, as well as each clip on its own. By observing significant
correlations between process variables in the aggregated data
of all clips, we can draw some conclusions about students’
consistent learning behavior in the digital environment and video-
based assignments (see Table 8). The correlation matrix (see
Figure 4) shows relationships between all process variables as
well as our outcome variable. The brighter the color within

the correlation matrix, the greater the Pearson correlation
coefficient. Below, we take a more in-depth look at significant
correlations that highlight relationships between the process
data.

3.4.1 Students who revisit the activity
Students revisiting the learning activity (count of sessions)

also revised their annotations more often than others (r = 0.323,
p = 0.030). One reason for this may be the harnessing of
other learning resources, e.g. the content of course sessions,
thus leading to a greater extent of revisions afterward. They
also engaged with the video content for a longer period
(effective watch-time) (r = 0.420, p = 0.004) and more
granular regarding the count of played segments (r = 0.341,
p = 0.022). Students with more frequent revisits also exhibited
a greater engagement in terms of statement count (r = 0.381,
p = 0.010).

3.4.2 Students with high engagement
Students engaging with the digital learning environment

more frequently (count of statements), thus creating a
larger number of statements, displayed a significantly larger
effective watching time (r = 0.723, p < 0.001). Those
students tended to show a more meticulous analysis, which
was characterized by a video-viewing behavior that was very
granular, with a larger count of played segments (r = 0.758,
p < 0.001) and more frequent cycles of playing and
pausing the video.

3.4.3 Students with full-screen viewing behavior
Students who switched to a full-screen video-viewing mode

more regularly (count of interacted statements) also had a larger
number of segments played and thus exhibited more granular
viewing behavior (r = 0.691, p < 0.001). Students who used the full-
screen viewing have a moderately larger count of matched events
(r = 0.299, p = 0.048). Moreover, full-screen mode might be more
engaging as there was a moderate relationship between the switches
to full-screen and the progress (r = 0.423, p = 0.004) as well as
watch-time (r = 0.572, p < 0.001).
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TABLE 7 Descriptive statistics of the outcome-related variables.

Outcome variables Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3 Comparison

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD p Eta2

Count of events (experts) 34 0 47 0 62 0 – –

Count of events (students) 19.36 5.29 25.02 9.97 12.64 4.77 <0.001 0.532a

Estimator tendency (deviation between students and experts) −14.64 5.29 −21.98 9.97 −49.36 4.77 <0.001 0.965a

Count of matched events (agreement between student and expert events) 11.02 2.38 11.75 3.73 7.39 2.98 <0.001 0.532a

Percentage of matched events (agreement between student and expert
events in %)

59.20 13.61 50.00 13.32 60.00 16.03 <0.001 0.324b

a linear trend. bquadratic trend.

TABLE 8 Grouped correlations between variables, aggregated across clips.

Variables Students who revisit the
activity (count of sessions)

Students with high
engagement (count of

statements)

Students with full-screen viewing
behavior (count of interacted

statements)

Effective watch-time r = 0.420, p = 0.004 r = 0.723, p < 0.001 r = 0.572, p < 0.001

Count of played segments r = 0.341, p = 0.022 r = 0.758, p < 0.001 r = 0.691, p < 0.001

Count of statements r = 0.381, p = 0.010 n.s. n.s.

Count of revisions r = 0.323, p = 0.030 n.s. n.s.

Progress n.s. n.s. r = 0.423, p = 0.004

Count of matched events n.s. n.s. r = 0.299, p = 0.048

n.s. not significant.

FIGURE 4

Correlation matrix of variables.

3.4.4 Students with a high event count
Aggregated data from all three clips shows that students’

event count correlated strongly with the count of matched events
with the experts’ rating (r = 0.710, p < 0.001, R2 = 0.503,
SER = 1.59) (see Figure 5). This means that a consistent set of their
observations matched those of the experts across the clips. With
an increasing number of coded events, the rate of matching events
remained constant. Even though an increasing number of coded
events does not necessarily tell us anything about performance
classes the student might belong to, the count of events seems a
predictive measure across all clips regarding our outcome variable.
As the students display underestimating behavior in general, several

FIGURE 5

Scatter plot between count of events and count of matched events.

factors might contribute to the missing out on events in the
classroom relevant to learning.

3.4.5 Correlations with the count of matched
events

Considering the count of matched events with the experts’
rating as outcome variable, we found weak to strong correlations
with process variables (see Table 9). We discovered a strong and
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consistent relationship between the count of events coded by
students and the count of matched events. This connection was
present across all video clips and clearly relates video-based analysis
strategies to learning outcomes as hypothesized (see Figure 5).
Besides this, carrying out a more meticulous video-based analysis
was positively associated with better results in terms of matched
events with the experts’ rating, although a significant relationship
could only be determined for clip 3, therefore showing only limited
evidence that there is a moderate effect regarding a more granular
viewing of the clip and intended outcomes. However, the presence
of significant correlations between the process variables and our
outcome variable still strengthens our hypothesis that analysis
strategies can be differentiated based on their effectiveness and
process-related data, though this kind of relationship was not
consistently observable within the data of our other video clips.
Furthermore, this also indicates that Learning Analytics is indeed
capable of uncovering these kinds of relationships to some extent
in the first place, allowing for building data-based interventions and
adaptive learning support later on.

3.5 Cluster analysis

To test our hypothesis that certain analysis strategies lead
to better outcomes, a cluster analysis was performed on each
clip, and correlations of the cluster membership with outcomes
were investigated. The count of specific statements was not used
to form the clusters, because of collinearity with the count
of statements. We conducted the two-step cluster analysis and
computed the distances with the log-likelihood function. The
optimum number of clusters was determined using the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC).

The silhouette coefficient as a measure of cohesion and
separation was moderate (see Table 10). Cluster membership
was positively associated with learning outcomes. However, the
relationship was weak and not significant. This suggests that the
expected relationship between a more meticulous student analysis
and an improved agreement with the experts’ rating cannot be
concluded from this specific cluster separation, although at least
the direction of the correlation corresponds to the expectations.
To further investigate the separation and differences between
the clusters on a feature basis, we conducted a t-test (see
Table 11).

The results indicate the clusters differed significantly in various
process variables used to constitute these clusters, so that well-
separated clusters can be identified. Less meticulous analysts
exhibited fewer revisions of annotations (count of revisions),
visited the learning activities less often (count of sessions), showed
fewer overall engagement (count of statements), and viewed the
video only to the extent necessary (progress), without voluntarily
including larger teaching contexts, what could otherwise express
motivated self-interest or a desire for more in-depth understanding
of contexts. The clustering offers an understanding of the features
and distinctions among students’ video-based analysis strategies,
in relation to our research question. It is illustrated that the
utilization of Learning Analytics provides insights into whether
students analyze classroom videos in a more meticulous or less
meticulous manner.

4 Discussion

The aim of this study was to research individual approaches
to analyzing classroom videos to promote professional vision
of classroom management. In this section, an overview of the
study’s findings is provided and discussed, addressing the research
questions and hypotheses established.

4.1 The learning analytical approach and
the role of segments in video-based
analysis strategies

Our first hypothesis, investigating the characteristics and
differences between students’ video analysis strategies, stated that
distinguishable video analysis strategies can be derived using
Learning Analytics while students analyze a classroom video using
an annotation tool.

We showcased that Learning Analytics can reveal insights
into learning processes in the context of video-based assignments
to promote a professional vision of classroom management
and allows for deriving and distinguishing video-based analysis
strategies from process-based data. By observing granular video-
watching behavior during the analysis of classroom videos, we
could uncover that students exhibit varying approaches to video-
based analysis, demonstrating strategies for coping with the
teaching complexity featured in the respective video segments.
Clusters emerged from the examination of segment repetitions,
encompassing less meticulous and meticulous approaches to video-
based analysis, representing the notable deviation in segment
repetitions between individuals (see Figure 3). These clusters
bear resemblance to findings in other studies, where clusters
were formed based on student engagement with videos in
different contexts (Kizilcec et al., 2013; Lust et al., 2013;
Mirriahi et al., 2016; Khalil et al., 2023). The segment analysis
revealed sequential viewing behavior, suggesting that students
who rewatched fewer video segments showed a less meticulous
and superficial engagement with the video content, compared
to more meticulous analysts who exhibited a fine-grained
viewing behavior, paying closer attention to several parts of the
video content.

We pointed out indications that observing segment repetition
and sequential viewing behavior can help identify patterns and
infer conclusions about the viewer’s engagement with the video
content. These conclusions might be suitable for providing adaptive
learning support during the analysis in the future, for example,
cueing specific video segments that were missed but contain
important classroom events. The results also revealed several
potential follow-up research topics to further investigate this
type of data, such as examining student behavior concerning a
more content-oriented perspective of the video segments, like
the difficulty (Li et al., 2005) or concrete classroom events that
are observable, for example, by using the experts’ rating as an
underlying semantic content structure for the video. Incorporating
segment data is a fundamental aspect when embarking on the
initial stages of creating a personalized learning experience.
By leveraging the acquired heatmap data, it becomes possible
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TABLE 9 Clip-wise correlations between process variables and outcome variable (count of matched events).

Variables Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3 Aggregated across all clips

r p r p r p r p

Count of events (students) 0.578 <0.001* 0.708 <0.001* 0.756 <0.001* 0.710 <0.001*

Count sessions 0.021 0.894 0.188 0.222 0.195 0.204 0.119 0.440

Count statements 0.061 0.694 0.130 0.402 0.319 0.035* 0.179 0.246

Count of played segments 0.050 0.751 0.071 0.649 0.310 0.041* 0.262 0.085

Effective video watch-time 0.230 0.136 0.055 0.722 0.290 0.056 0.158 0.305

Progress according to task (%) 0.049 0.751 −0.027 0.861 0.188 0.222 0.131 0.397

Count of revisions 0.132 0.394 0.326 0.031* 0.190 0.208 0.194 0.206

Count of played statements 0.043 0.782 0.055 0.722 0.288 0.058 0.113 0.465

Count of paused statements 0.094 0.542 0.084 0.587 0.314 0.038* 0.187 0.224

Count of seeked statements 0.038 0.806 0.256 0.093 0.063 0.661 0.074 0.632

Count of interacted statements 0.211 0.169 0.129 0.405 0.315 0.037* 0.299 0.048*

*Significant correlation.

TABLE 10 Clip-based clustering on process data.

Cluster metadata Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3

Cluster 1 (less meticulous analysts) n = 28 n = 38 n = 38

Cluster 2 (meticulous analysts) n = 15 n = 6 n = 6

Silhouette coefficient sc = 0.5 sc = 0.5 sc = 0.6

Correlation of cluster membership with count of matched events r = 0.061, p = 0.695 r = 0.135, p = 0.383 r = 0.217, p = 0.156

TABLE 11 Cluster separation: differences within process data (cluster means).

Process variables Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 1 Cluster 2

Count of sessions 4.86 8.67* 6.79 7.83 2.95 4.17

Count of statements 75.54 164.47* 88.24 164.33 74.53 199.50*

Count of played segments 36.54 141.73* 63.13 225.5 46.58 206.83*

Effective video watch-time 9.72 16.12* 13.62 28.29* 11.26 26.73*

Progress according to task (%) 96 100.00* 102.89 194.83* 121.05 304.5

Count of revisions 45.64 67.80* 71.87 98.83 25.26 68.50*

*Significant differences between the clusters.

to provide customized feedback that aligns with individual
student behavior.

4.2 Types of video-based analysis
strategies

To examine the characteristics and differences between
students’ video analysis strategies, our second hypothesis stated
that students exhibit individual strategies that can be discriminated
into meticulous and less-meticulous approaches to analyzing
classroom videos.

The exploration of the played segment data revealed that a
group of students analyzed the videos in a fine-grained manner,
thus using a more meticulous strategy to reveal the events

relevant to classroom management, while another group explored
the content on the surface, with fewer repetitions of video
segments. A further qualitative evaluation seems desirable, given
the moderate quality of the cluster (see Figure 3).

In terms of overall engagement, the number of repetitions
decreased throughout the clip, implying a reduction in the intensity
of observations by students toward the end of the clip. This
result might indicate a decrease in attention or motivation,
according to similar findings in the video-viewing behavior of
students within other contexts (Guo et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014;
Mayer and Fiorella, 2014; Manasrah et al., 2021). Another reason
for such an analysis pattern could be the lack of self-assigned time
spent on the activity in a self-regulated setting, or other duties, since
the work on the video-based assignments could be interrupted at
any time.
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A correlation of the segment repetitions with the outcome
variables was examined only indirectly through the number of
segments played. It cannot be concluded, based on the played
segment data, that more segment repetitions are associated with
better learning outcomes, as this was not part of the study.
Within other contexts, it was found that rewatches of (lecture)
videos supported memory recalls and had a positive effect on
subsequent exam scores (Smidt and Hegelheimer, 2004; Patel et al.,
2019). Further research seems necessary to investigate this type
of relationship in the context of acquiring professional vision, not
least because an alternative explanation is that some students may
simply have taken longer than others to recognize relevant events
in the video and thus have displayed more segment repetitions.
This reasoning aligns with findings for lecture videos, either where
less frequent views indicated high-achieving students and a high
number of repetitions indicated low achievers (Owston et al.,
2011), or where students struggled with the difficulty of the video
content (Li et al., 2005, 2015). This kind of observation has to be
examined carefully, as interesting and confusing parts of a video
both lead to a peak in repetitions (Smidt and Hegelheimer, 2004).
As these results were found in the context of videos presenting
the content rather than being the subject of learning, such as
lecture videos, they cannot be applied elsewhere without further
adaptation, but reveal possible research topics for our field of
interest. With recourse to Kalyuga (2009) and Costley et al. (2021),
another explanation could be that strategic use entails additional
cognitive load.

4.3 Analysis strategies compared across
different classroom videos

The use of Learning Analytics revealed inter-individual
differences in analyzing classroom videos. Considering the process
variables, students showed process-related similarities in the choice
and technical nature of video-based analysis strategies across the
three video clips, but also inter-individual differences, confirming
the hypothesis that students could be divided into different
groups concerning the pattern of their applied strategies. The
high deviation between process variables indicates differences in
engaging with the videos (see Table 6). It is not surprising that
there were non-significant differences between process variables
across the clips, and we did not expect to find any in the first
place. The similarity in lengths of the video clips is one possible
factor for the lack of significance. It may be the case that analyzing
clips of the same length simply leads to similar characteristics of
the process variables about the technical interaction behavior with
the video player. Another possible explanation is that students’
individual strategy use did not change over time, and thus these
students showed consistent analysis behavior in different video-
based assignments. In this case, the non-significance would be
roughly as expected.

The data also shows that students tend to underestimate events
overall, in comparison to experts (see Table 7). Underestimation
of events can have several causes. The events varied in number
and difficulty between the clips, for example, because multiple
events overlapped and occurred at the same time. In alignment
with knowledge about the acquisition of professional vision as

outlined in the introduction, students might have spent time
noticing irrelevant events, were simply not yet able to notice the
relevant ones in strict comparison to the experts’ rating, showing
a lack of expertise in observing specific events (van den Bogert
et al., 2014), or simply may not have had or taken enough time to
identify all the noticeable events. In order to determine if certain
types of events are being overlooked, further research could involve
analyzing events at a content-level, considering the present absence
of data on the difficulty of observable events.

4.4 Relationships between process- and
outcome measures

To examine what distinguishes successful from less successful
video analysis strategies, our third hypothesis stated that the
strategic use of video-based analysis relates to success in learning.

We have discovered notable correlations among various
process variables that represent student behavior, thereby adding
further evidence to support the identification of different strategy
use (see Table 8). Students who revisited the activity more often
demonstrated a more nuanced viewing behavior, characterized
by an increase in the number of segments played and effective
watch-time, although these significant correlations were only
weak to moderate. Revisiting the learning activity may indicate
the use of other learning resources, such as the content of
course sessions, and thus lead to a larger number of subsequent
revisions observed. In this case, triangulating other data may prove
advantageous in uncovering further explanatory approaches to
reveal the learning paths. Students who displayed high engagement
or engaged in full-screen viewing behavior showed a notable
increase in both watch-time and segments played. This implies
a more meticulous analysis, although only the particular type of
full-screen interaction showed a weak significant correlation with
the count of matched events as the outcome variable, suggesting
that full-screen viewing behavior may be beneficial in discovering
relevant classroom events. Moreover, full-screen mode might be
more engaging, as there was a moderate relationship with the
video progress.

The count of events that students observed as relevant for
classroom management was a consistent predictor of our outcome
variable across all clips (see Table 9). The more events a student
coded, the more events matched with the experts’ rating of events.
This means that a consistent set of their observations matched those
of the experts across all clips, and that as the number of coded
events increased, the rate of matching events remained constant.

Beyond this observation, only clip 3 showed further
considerably significant correlations of process variables with
outcomes. This might be explained by the fact that the conditions
for working on the task were different for clip 3 than clips 1
and 2. While the latter were analyzed at home in a fully self-
regulated learning environment, the assignment for clip 3 was
conducted within a regular seminar session. Although both the
given reference time for each analysis and the intended lack of
assistance from the lecturer (faded-out learning support) were
identical as contextual conditions, the process variables of the
setting that were regulated more by external circumstances,
corresponded more clearly to our assumptions in comparison to
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the setting with no supportive regulation. This suggests a different
way of working, such as due to the greater freedom in fully
self-regulated environments. Several factors can distract students,
compared to attending a regular seminar (e.g. their private
schedule, other duties, or time spent or set). By triangulating
additional data in the future, these kinds of relationships seem
worthwhile to explore.

To examine what distinguishes successful from less successful
video analysis strategies, our fourth hypothesis stated that more
meticulous video-based analyses relate to a greater agreement
between students’ ratings and the experts’ rating. Within our
dataset, we could not confirm that a more meticulous video-based
analysis leads to a greater agreement between the ratings of students
and experts, as no significant correlation was revealed between
the two clusters and students’ matched events with the experts’
ratings (see Table 10). Students with a meticulous analysis of
the video clip did not display significantly more matched events
than students with a less meticulous analysis. This resulted for all
three video clips. However, the possibility of an intended process-
based diagnostics still seems a thoroughly plausible addition to this
approach, as we found positive but non-significant correlations.
Furthermore, findings from other contexts suggest, that patterns
of greater engagement are positively associated with learning
outcomes (Soffer and Cohen, 2019; Wang et al., 2021) or that a
more passive engagement is insufficient for learning (Koedinger
et al., 2015).

Investigating the well-separated clusters of meticulous and
less meticulous analysts on a feature basis, we found significant
differences in various process variables, characterizing students’
approaches (see Table 11). Less meticulous analysts lacked
revisions in annotations, visited learning activities less frequently,
exhibited reduced overall engagement, and viewed the video
solely to the extent required. The application of Learning
Analytics reveals whether students examine classroom videos with
meticulousness or lack thereof.

5 Conclusion

In summary, our research highlighted that behavioral data
derived from learning processes using Learning Analytics can
provide valuable evidence of students’ utilization of analysis
strategies in such video-based annotation assignments. It was
shown to what extent analysis strategies differed, and that students
individually exhibited more meticulous as well as less meticulous
proceedings during their analyses. The presence of indications
suggesting a potential link between a meticulous approach and a
greater quality of analysis does not yield conclusive evidence across
all videos. It is plausible that there are alternative process variables
that hold greater predictive value regarding our chosen outcome
variable. Promising further variables could be user-generated or
qualitatively determined data that go beyond pure interaction
behavior and better represent interrelationships.

As video-based assignments are a popular method for acquiring
professional vision, and are frequently used in teacher training,
there is a considerable potential for adapting Learning Analytics to
gain more insights into the process of analysis and its relation to
outcomes. Prerequisites include the use of a video annotation tool

and an e-learning standard, in addition to a standardized content
structure. They help adapt the method suggested in the didactic
design of video-based assignments.

Therefore, the findings of this study have implications for the
design and implementation of video-based assignments in courses
to promote professional vision. This study sets a prerequisite for
the broader goal of creating and establishing an adaptive learning
environment, including individual feedback and learning support.
Exploring different approaches to analyzing classroom videos to
promote a professional vision using a learning analytic approach
provides opportunities for a wide range of application perspectives
that become conceivable. Gained knowledge of process-related
behaviors enables the implementation of learning support that
adapts to the needs of learners’ analyzing the classroom video,
such as providing individual feedback and visual cueing to support
developing the ability to notice and interpret classroom events
relevant to learning.

Accordingly, we attempted to gain insights into the learning
processes involved in developing professional vision by using
a digital video annotation tool. Understanding the strategies of
video-based learning and distinguishing between successful and
less successful strategies will help to create a learning environment
that aligns with the students’ behavior and pacing displayed
during the tasks. Adaptive learning support can be provided,
such as cues to take a closer look at a previously neglected
video segment or consider overlooked categories for a section,
addressing the increasing need to provide more personalized
content in e-learning (Sinha et al., 2014). This enhances the
learning experience in blended learning formats, where the
asynchronous phases often lack individual support and feedback.
The discovery of behavioral patterns within the data might serve as
a foundation for developing adaptive features in the future. With
the heatmap data and knowledge of important video segments,
students’ attention could be focused on areas of interest, supporting
the analysis with visual cues within the classroom videos. Our
article offers new perspectives in the field of research related to
professional vision and contributes a starting point for further
studies, as reported indicators of video-based strategies could be
used for predictive analytics of learning outcomes and process-
based learning diagnostics for developing the ability to notice and
interpret classroom events.
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